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Mission:
Bring to the table of our customers and consumers
high quality and tasty products that are nutritious

and very convenient!

Vision:
Become leaders in the frozen-food sector of Brazil.

Focusing on quality, seriousness, respect�and�honesty!

Values:
Customers satisfaction, Responsibility,

Honesty, Ethics,  Commtitment,
Welcoming, Respect,  Humility,�

Determination!



The “Minas way” of saying it’s
good for real, really good!
We are a family that, wherever we go, we take
 our roots and traditions with us in our hearts.

There’s always a room for another person, Minas cheese
and a good conversation never run short at our table.
We believe that happiness resides in the small things

and that a good meal means a full house, a grandmother’s
hug, it’s seeing the time pass by the window, a hot cup of coffee,

the smell of cheese bread baking in the oven and a recipe
that’s been passed down for generetaions...

From the moutains of Minas Gerais to the World, our products
win over through the flavor, texture, aroma and rich

nutrients. As proud brazilians from Minas that we are,
we can say that CHEESE ir our greatest treasure and LOVE

is our special ingredient.



Our Products

Family recipes, flavorful and nutritious. Our products
 are made with 100% natural ingredients, as it should be!

Free of preservatives, artificial flavors, artificial color
and emulsifiers.

Very convenient and easy baking,
ideal for all moments!

Cheese Bread Chipa

Big/Small 3 Cheese
Breadstick  

Tapioca
Dice



Cheese Bread
The authentic, easy baking and beloved Minas cheese bread! Our recipe

has a lot of cheese! A perfect balance between flavor, lightness and crispiness.

Available in 3 sizes:

Slightly crispy on the outside
and soft on the inside. The
perfect match for a coffee
break at any time of the day!

Available in
1kg pack.

Small (400g)
15g (Unit)

Slightly crispy on the outside and soft
on the inside. Large enough to be filled
with ham and cheese, sausage
or, who knows, a generous slice of Minas
cheese and some “dulce de leche”?

Available in
1kg pack.

Big (500g)
80g (Unit)

Very crispy on the outside and soft on
the inside. It’s a great choice for parties,

events and cafes. It has an ideal
size to be consumed traditionally, without

fillings, or with pâtes and jam, etc.

Available in
1kg pack.

Medium (400g)
30g (Unit)



Three Cheeses Breadstick
A mixture of three cheeses (artisanal Minas provolone, parmesan)

in one recipe. Explosion of aromas and flavors! Like we
say in Minas: “It’s fine stuff, man!”

Small and very crunchy on the
outside. Ideal for coffee
breaks, gatherings and
events. The flavor of the
three cheeses together is
unforgettable and doesn't
need any filling!

Available in
1kg pack.

Small Three 
Cheese Stick (500g)
38g (Unit)

Large, slightly crunchy on
the outside and soft on the
inside. A great choice for a

quick snack in the middle of
the morning or afternoon!!

Available in
1kg pack.

Big Three
Cheese Stick (500g)

80g (Unit)



Chipa and Tapioca Dice

Chipa is delicious and versatile Paraguayan biscuit
that is perfect for any meal, snack, or appetizer.

Tapioca Dice is a delicious and healthy snack made from
granulated tapioca. A great option for chose who want

something tasty and nutritious.

In a “U” shape, our chipa has the
distinctive provolone cheese taste.
It’s taste and arom are unforgettable.
At anytime of day, nothing like one
chipa after another!

Available in
1kg pack.

Chipa Cheese
Biscuit (500g)
38g (Unit)

With lots of cheese, milk,
and granulated tapioca in the

best Brazilian style. Light,
 crunchy,and flavorful, this tapioca

 dice is"too good to be true". Sweet andspicy
jams givea special touch to the appetizer.

Available in
1kg pack.

Tapioca
Dice (400g)

15g (Unit)



Economic Line

BonPadaná cheese bread is easy to bake, tasty and affordably priced
product, ideal for those looking for quality and cost-effectiveness

for their business.

Slightly crispy on the outside
and soft on the inside. The
perfect match for a coffee
break at any time of day!

Available in 2.5kg
Food Service packaging

Small Cheese
Bread (300g)
15g (Unit)

Crispy on the outside and soft on the
inside. It’s the ideal cheese bread to
meet the demands of parties, events

and food-service markets.

Available in 2.5kg
Food Service packaging

Medium Cheese
Bread (300g)

30g (Unit)
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